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Join the Gearless Revolution - Get the Orient advantage
Orient is the next generation in vertical transportation
brought to you by Orient Elevators. The heart of Orient is a
rare earth permanent magnet motor. This combined with the
VVVF drive gives Orient breakthrough advantages :

Save Energy.
Orient's reduces your power consumption by 60%. The
rare earth permanent magnet material of the gearless
motor increases efficiency around 80% by:
- Reducing start up current
- Saving electricity - the busier the lift, the more the saving
as a result of high efficiency.
- Less heat generation and greater mechanical efficiency of
motor asit runs at a lower rpm.

Save the environment.
Orient is a green lift for greener buildings. In addition to the
energy advantage, Orient's gearless motor requires to
lubrication and zero maintenance. No oil means no
pollution.

Smoother ride.
The speed control works with closed loop feedback from
the encoder to ensure safe and very smooth travel.

Save in the future.
Orient's gearless motor is a wonder of modern technology
with only one moving part and the bearings completely
sealed. It generates higher lift traveling speeds at much
lower motor speed.
All this adds up to trouble-free, smooth operation for
decades to come.

Think about the future - Get Orient from Orient
Elevators today.
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Special Features
Orient comes with the following features as
standard :

MRL PANEL + ARD

VVVF Controller This world leading technology
comes standard in all Orient lifts. The variable
Voltage Variable Freqneucy (VVVF) control,
ensures 50% energy savings. It also creates a super
comfortable ride quality - with jerk - free starts and
stops. Smooth acceleration and deceleration. And
no landing variations. Time after time. In the long
run, this prevents wear and tear of components,
which means less downtime and huge savings on
spares.
Fireman Switch To enable fire-service personnel to
take over complete control over one or more lifts.
VVVF Door Controller Silken smooth door
movement. Advanced features like adjustable
independent times for opening and closing. Slow
nudging feature ideal forhigh traffic situations.
Infra Red Screen Sensor Curtain of 154 infra red
beams to prevent accidental closing ofthe door.
Floor Annunciator Recorded voice announces the
floor number on arrival. Accompanied by Music.
Overload Indicator (Optional) When the lift is
overloaded, indicator light turns on and the alarm
beeps.

ARD Automatic Rescue Device
Features :
In case of a main power
supply failure, the lift
stopped between two
floors is moved to floor
level, the automatic
door is opened and
passengers are out
safely, For lifts with
automatic door, in case
of a main power supply
failure at floor level, the
door is remain opened.
Use :
This device is suitable
for those buildings
without an emergency
power source allocated
for the elevator.
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NOTE : 1. Dim ension s in millimeters.
2. When VVVF system is adopted, th e size m ar ked * should be differ ent,
Please contact Orient Elevator s for more detailed inform ation.
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The Considerate care of the residential quarter monitor (Optional)
It can connect the control system with PC in the monitor room through the bus. Plus the monitor
software, It can monitor the lift floor position, the travel directions, etc. in PC machine with the
timely treatment and the great care.
Precise position control system
The advance sensors provides precise real time single feedback to the movement status of the
motor, realizing positioning of the moving in the hoist-way in millimeters, realizing error free
leveling.
Reliable car displacement memory technology ensures the open-door in advance after the
elevators stops at a floor as well as the leveling safety.
Serial communication technology
It adopts the network communication, it greatly reduces the wires, enhances the reliability and
shortens the installation period.
Anti-nuisance
In order to avoid the trick or error car command, the computer will logically judge the and cancel the
abnormal command for purpose of bringing about the harmonious lift travel and the comfortable
ride.

Base in powder painted finish, Munshell Grey
Powder Painted
(Optional)

Top-Notchers
(Optional)
Gold Metallic

Copper Glossy

Rubbed Bronze

GP Silver Grey

GM Grey
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Textured Powder
Painted (Optional)
Simens Grey

Dark Grey

L. T. Grey

Broken White
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CEILINGS
Ceiling has light diffusers that give a special soothing ambience inside the car. Specially designed overhead
ventilation grids provides optimum air flow to the passengers below. The result is a pleasant soothing and
cooling effect a welcome feature in tropical weather conditions.

ORN-101

ORN-102

ORN-103

ORN-104

ORN-105

ORN-106

ORN-107

ORN-108

HANDRAIL
While passengers get the comfort feeling of holding on to the handrail during travel, the special mirror finish
also adds to the aesthetic appeal.
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ORN-201

ORN-202

ORN-203

ORN-204

ORN-205

ORN-206

ORN-207

ORN-208

Stainless steel full height car operating panel

CAR FIXTURES

Simple. Sleek. Minimalist
expression. That's what Orient
car operating panel is all about.

Car Operating Panel

Several innovative operations
make this panel even more
adorable :
One-touch micro-stroke
transparent buttons with
illuminated LED's or the
sophisticated metalic braille
buttons make your journey
more exciting.
Anti-glare lens cover for the
display on the car position
indicator leading to easy
visibility from any position
inside the car.

DISPLAYS - OPTIONAL
Expect the Orant to offer the
latest in aesthetic technology.

Braille markings

13:45
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The monochrome LCD display option
comes with a host of friendly features.
View Area : 132 mmW x 76 mm H
Scrolling arrow
Floor Indication
Real time Clock date
Standard elevator messages

HALL FIXTURES
Combined Hall button with position
indicator and direction arrows.

ORIENT

ORIENT

The Scrolling Dot Matrix display for
that touch of class.
Digit Height : 18 x 38 mm
Scrolling standard elevator new age
Floor numbers - alpha numeric
Arrow & digit in Green colour
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The coated steel
reinforced belt :
technology that has
transformed an
industry.

The environmentally-friendly Orient system with
machine room above arrangement establishes new
standard for elevator performance, reliability and design
flexibility. and while offering passengers more comfort, it
also achieves energy savings.

CONVENTIONAL STEEL ROPES

FLEXIBLE COATED STEEL BELTS

CONVENTIONAL INSPECTION
OF STEEL ROPES

CONVENTIONAL MACHINE

PULSE BELT MONITORING
SYSTEM

COMPACT PERMANENT MAGNET
GEARLESS MACHINE
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CAPSULE LIFT
Special Notes :
1)
Fire protection and fire Fighting Requirements are
mandatory for the High Rise Building whenever
the height exceeds 24meters.
2)
The above dimensions will meet I S-3634
specifications. These dimensions are suggestive
for your specific requirements. Please approach
our nearest Sales office.

'E' - This is the clear opening available after opening the gate.
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ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MM.

GOODS LIFT
Special Notes :
1)
Fire protection and fire Fighting Requirements are
mandatory for the High Rise Building whenever
the heightexceeds 24meters.
2)
The above dimensions will meet I S-3634
specifications. These dimensions are suggestive
for your specific requirements. Please approach
our nearestSales office.

'E' - This is the clear
opening available after
opening the gate.

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MM.
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HOSPITAL LIFT
Special Notes :
1)
Fire protection and fire Fighting Requirements
are mandatory for the High Rise Building
wheneverthe height exceeds 24meters.
2)
The above dimensions will meet IS-3634
specifica tions. These dimensions are
suggestive for your specific requirements.
Please approach our nearest Sales office.

'E' - This is the clear opening available after opening the gate.
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ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MM.

AUTOMATIC / MRL
Gearless : (with machine room)
Speed : 1.00 mps

Special Notes :
1) Fire protection and fire Fighting Requirements are
mandatory for the High Rise Building whenever the height
exceeds 24 meters.
2) The above dimensions will meet IS-3634 specifications.
These dimensions are suggestive for your specific
requirements. Please approachour nearest Sales office.
Details of product design are subject to change

'E' - This is the clear opening available after opening the gate.
ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MM.
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17/327, Indira Nagar, Lucknow - 226 016 (U.P.)
Mob.: 9918001880, 9415003780
H.O.: C-26, 3rd Floor, L.B.S. Marg, Ishwar Nagar,
Bhandup (W), Mumbai-01. Mob.: 08400700060
E-mail : contact@orientelevators.com
orientelevators@rediffmail.com
Web : www.orientelevators.com

